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Abstract
the constitutive modelling of concrete, a physical approach
chosen. The structure of the material is reduced to its bare essence: an asmost dense configuration.
semblage of equal spheres in
are assumed to be rigid, whereas stiffness and strength are concentrated
contact layers of equal thickness between the spheres. A physical
criterion is introduced; cracks wil develop as soon as the tensile
contact layer is exceeded in whatever direction. For . . , ....,c..., ....... .,. ..,,,'"' ....
poses the assemblage of spheres is replaced by an equivalent
or 3D-lattice.
mechanical behaviour is basically linear v.iuc.:Jt-.t''-'·
model is providing its own failure surface. Non
effects are
duced by subsequently changing
properties
the members
in which the failure criterion
been violated.
In the paper a few simple models are reinvestigated, to show
tations of 2D-models in respect to the location of a regular grid
direction of uniaxial tensile and compressive loading. The objective is
to obtain a better understanding of the stress transfer in the post peak regime. Results wil be used for a revaluation of the failure criterion
macro model. Furthermore some failure criteria of other workers
physical models are discussed.
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2 Spherical model
Concrete consists of aggregate particles in various shapes
emIf a concrete specimen is sawn
bedded a much softer mortar
impression as if
aggregate
to two pieces it mostly gives
were suspension in the
the hardening process.
once such patterns - with the
on rather large distances - are
as the starting
for
of concrete. Some
to model the original
larger
medium
others replace them by
comparable sizes.
our opinion this is a
approach. We strongly
concrete should be regarded as a three-dimensional skeleton
smaller aggregate particles, almost direct contact with each
transmitting tensile stresses.
matrix then acts as a filler, capable
thermore we intend to model concrete on a macro scale. So quite some refinement has to be abandoned
only the essence of the structure
is a
asmaterial should be taken into account. Our starting
most dense configuration, see
semblage of equal spheres
are
(Beranek, Hobbelman, 1991, 1
dimensions of these
not supposed to represent
sizes of the larger particles.
this way
continuum is
by a semi-continuum.
element method are
space filling elements of
spherical elements each
contact
twelve points
elements, whereas adjoining
have only one point
is replaced by the agregate
a result 7 4 % of the
filler. Due to the much lower modulus of elasticity
stresses between the spheres wil mainly be transmitted in the
of the contact points between
spheres.
same as those
The system lines of such assemblages are
monly used space grids.
essence of the configuration is
octahedron of fig. 1b. Triangular grids exist in four sets of planes,
to the sides of the octahedron, whereas at the same time square
three sets of orthogonal '-'-'"""''-'"""""·

a.

b.

1 Similarity between the spherical model and a lattice .. 'U'~..,_.
a. Spherical model b. Octahedron
adjacent tetrahedra
,L..
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3 Mechanical behaviour of the model
a description of
mechanical behaviour of concrete, the spheres
been regarded as elastic bodies, connected by interface elements.
we have
a more drastic schematization. The spheres
themselves are regarded as rigid. Stiffness and strength are concentrated
"'.J."'""'.J."' contact layers around the contact points of the spheres, with a
cross section A* and a thickness t*, see fig. 2a. Their mechanical behaviour is determined by the elasticity modulus E* and the shear
. . ,_ .. . ., . . . . . . ,_ . . . . ., G*, with 1/f = G* I E*. The quantities marked with an * have
a meaning for the contact layers themselves.
a homogeneous state
external stress the normal stresses a and the
stresses r then have to be uniformly distributed over the cross secarea of each contact layer. They wil cause a normal force N
force Q , both going through the center of the cross section; fig.
have a line of action, making an angle <p
resultant force F
system line between
centres of the spheres, see fig. 2a.
The properties of the model are determined in axial tension and compression, just as in continuum mechanics. The behaviour of the material
a 2D-model is characterized by three spheres, the shape of a triangle,
see fig. 2a,b. These spheres will only translate towards each other, but not
rotate. The displacement
two spheres towards each other is given by
...........,. . . . . , ..... . . ., . . . . values of
and /j.t, with:
I

/j.n =

QI

1/f

)

equations of equilibrium and compatability one finds in . . . . . ,_. . _, ,. . . . . .
compression the following
<p=-=-V3 1/f
N
2+1fl
ratio of

v

(2)

proves to

to:

1 - 1/f

(3)
3 + 1/f
time being, the
of the contact
is assumed to be
...,. . . .,.,. . , . ,..... and isotropic the classical way. As the spheres are assumed
to
rigid, no transverse strains can develop.
this condition 1f1 can
~ of the contact layer as follows:
expressed Poisson's

1 -2v*
1fl = 2 (1-v*)

(4)

numerical value of ~ is treated as one of
basic parameters of the
which should only
used for 0 :::;; ~ :::;; 0.2.

......... V' ...... ..., .....
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4 Equivalent lattice model

Any spherical model can be replaced by an equivalent space grid
spherical model, see fig. 2c.
model) along the system lines of
members have to be rigidly connected to each other in the nodes,
are not allowed to rotate towards
other, so Q a = 2 M, see
bending stiffness EI of the . . . . . . .
normal stiffness EA and
have to be chosen in such way, that under the same external load
spherical model, which
displacements will occur as
should represent reality. The displacement of two spheres towards
other is given by the numerical values of fl.n and fl.t , with:

AAA ..... . . , ...

2

fl.t
Aa Q
fl.n - 12/ N

Substitution of (5) in (1) gives
I
the member:

following relationship between A

l/f
2
I= A a
12

equation (6) it follows that
radius r of a circular cross
the height h of a rectangular one, are respectively equal to:
-V3
r = a l/ ljl
and h = a l/ ljl

or

3

equation (7b) the
b
is chosen equal to
the model. Furthermore one can assume that E member = E concrete, as
differences are negligible.

2 Replacement of the spherical model by an equivalent lattice .U.A'LI-~...,_._
a. Basic unit of three spheres uniaxial compression
Displacements of the contact layer subjected to forces from the ,,...,. . ,°',,..'"'"
c. Displacements of the member of
lattice due to forces in the nodes
Bending moment in the
thrustline of the member
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Failure concrete is
caused by cracking. So a
relationship is
which only the uniaxial tensile
defined, see fig. 3a. Cracks are supposed to occur as soon as
strength
contact layer is reached in one or another
contact layer no transverse strains are possible as the spheres are .... uu·~ ........n.-"""
to be rigid.
to the following ratio 1J between
transverse
stresses and
stress, see fig. 3b:

1J

a
=

__!_!_

- - -t =

v*
1 -v*

are shown
having the same
is
to the tensile strength ft.
transverse stresses are obeying equation (8). So
represents a
stress Onn and shear stress
critical shear stress can be

pi.._ .... ...,At-' ........

P.VY"\ri::»ccP•f'i

...,...,...,AA ... ..,

a hyperbola
the origin
asymptotes under an angle </J
crack direction the contact
mode
compression + shear.
crack direction
in contact layer

b.

d.

Fig. 3
contact layer ( v* = 0.2)
a. Stress-strain relationship
c. Failure contour for 1J
Normal and transverse stresses
d. Determination of
970
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stress however,
unequal to zero at
account ..,"' .. ,... . . ., ....'"'
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is
a=
. ,. . , ..,..,. . .__,,_ . . . ., on distances of 1/3 a
is also expressed in N

can
Q:
(9a)

impression

a

in fig. 4 for two values: rJ = 119 ( v* = 0.
The straight lines according to van Mier give the
curve for both hyperbolas.
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Hobbelman

= 1/3)
v*

= 0, 1

v*

= 0,2

axial tension

values of
are reduced to
started again
next member is . .,. . , _. . ,. . Jl.._Jl.._Jl.~....,
whole procedure is repeated
is exhausted. From the calculation a
governing the problem and plotted against
prescribed displacement. This leads to quite ..u ....... ...,..,..14...
agrams, see fig.
Contours can be drawn for 1 n~r"'":l''-' 1 n
ment - hiding all
snap-backs - but the original
siderably more information about the degrading .......
......

u.1.0µ-.1.u.vv.l.J.UvJLl.I,

v ..........., ....
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<AA,.,_, .__. ...

""""""'+............ ,,,,

,..,Ji.

one.

It explains the . . . . . . ,...,. . .,. . . _.... ..., ....
observations
tests
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1.

2.

3.

ld

a.

-·-·~·--~---"·--

c.
a.

6 Axial tension of a prismatic specimen (description previous
Non
b. c. Rotatable loading
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the middel
specimen and not at
""""""". . . . . "-/. . .,. . along the edge has been given a
fig. 6a all forces
undisturbed region are
the specimen.
sections remain
pure tension are
larger
forces
tension +
. ., .................... . . _ alternating bands
high
low forces, see fig. 6al .
starts
micro cracking, i.e. non
going cracks, as
loaded members are capable of taking over the load
the
members in pure tension. The position the grid is stimulating a
t-,..._,.~
band of micro cracks over the whole width of the specimen begoing
is starting from left to right, subsequently conindividual
cracks. The statically indeterminate
a transverse shift
original axial load .
remains axially
at
boundaries,
a resultant . ,. .,. . . . _.,. . . ...,
a
cross section has to
as a bending moment. In the undisturbed region
fig. 6a, but now there is only a
nomena are similar to
amount of micro cracking. Already after the second micro crack a macro
is starting to develop. The crack path is not longer fully determined
diagonal grid band as in fig. 6a, but it goes on zig-zagging, basicalto the
uncracked edge.
also the forces at
the tensile
the almost stress
and
considerable compressive forces in fig. 6b2.
6c
boundary conditions are the same as in fig. 6b,
as
of the grid has changed, all members tension must also transforces, which causes small compressive forces in tranverse diThe possibility micro cracking with a gradual redistribution of
now has completely vanished. The first tensile crack is . . . IJ._, .............
higher external
than
the previous cases, just as an
calculation
the drop
loading capacity
of the first
is also much greater than in the previous
crack can now easily follow a horizontal band, but the stress
... ..,. ...,._,..'V ... ,.. around
crack tip and at the free edge is quite similar to
previous case, compare fig. 6c2 with fig. 6b2.
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0

compression

"""'"'-'-'"' . . . plus shear the idea of brittle
beams must be
a more ductile behaviour is required, as a slowly degrading
structure
can support increasing loads. A completely cracked and disspecimen wil even be capable to support large loads if it is under
compression. So it seems reasonable to maintain the normal stiffand adapt only the bending stiffness EI of the members.
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1.

a.
b.

7a,b Axial compression vertical ...,._,LI._,..,...,.,_.__,_,.__.
Force distribution .; 2.) and load-displacement
Crack width (1.; 2.)
failure contour
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9
been introduced as a regular assemblage
. ._, . . . . '"' . . . . . . . . . '-' ...._, are carried out on an equivalent two or
a failure contour for one bond between
...... ""~.., . . is capable
automatically producing a
surface for
and
stress conditions.
is shown in a condensed and stylized way,
mechanical
,LA..,......... as micro-cracking with its subsequent tension softening;
whatever direction and aggregate interlock are
introduced
techniques

.... . . , .... 'U' ..

mode I and II can be realized in a
u..a...:>1..1.a.u,..,.,,..,,......
diagrams can be brought
research is
however, especially
. . , ......"".......... ....,.., are
to the axis of a specimen.
..,JL.Ll.

modelling
Computational
37 - 51.
~~~

of masonry as an asthe

..... ..LLA..LA-

on fracture "'"1-1-,... ......... ...,
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